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An insurance company that focuses on 
giving back to its members.
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GCU focuses on protecting families and
strengthening communities since 1892,
with over $2.3 billion in assets.

Simply owning a policy makes
you a member of the GCU family.



Fixed deferred annuities offer principal 
protection and principal growth.

Fixed annuities are insurance products 
designed to INSURE that you will never lose 
your money and offer the ability to create 
an income stream that you cannot outlive.
 
Tax-Deferred Growth
The money in your annuity grows tax-
deferred, which means you will not pay 
taxes until you start taking your money. 
Therefore, it may help your savings 
accumulate faster.

Lifetime Income
There are several income options once 
you are ready to receive your retirement 
income. You can receive income as a 
single payment, as a series of regular 
payments over a specific period or as 
income for life, even when the value of 
the annuity is zero.

Avoids Probate
You have the capability of naming 
beneficiaries to receive the death benefit 
upon your death. Your beneficiaries will 
receive a death benefit equal to the 
account value if you die before receiving 
income payment. If you are receiving 
income payments, your beneficiaries 
may still be able to get the remaining 
payments, depending on the type of 
income stream you choose.

Valuable Guarantees
If you need access to your money, you 
may surrender your contract and will 
receive at least a guaranteed minimum 
value as defined in your policy.
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A fixed index annuity has the ability to 
credit interest based on changes within 
a market index. Fixed annuities credit 
interest calculated at a fixed rate based 
on the insurance company’s assets.

A market index can vary and is not 
predictable, therefore the interest 
credited through a fixed index annuity 
could be more or less than the interest 
from a traditional fixed annuity.

You control where your money is 
allocated!
Most fixed indexed annuities allow you 
to allocate your premium, between index 
strategies or even to a traditional fixed 
interest strategy. No matter how you 
choose to allocate your premium, (fixed 
interest, indexed interest or a combination 
of both), this benefit can make it a 
valuable part of your overall retirement 
strategy.

Why Consider a Fixed 
Deferred Annuity?

Fixed Indexed Offer 
Additional Benefits
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YOUYOU choose where your money is allocated between any of the interest crediting strategies! choose where your money is allocated between any of the interest crediting strategies!

The Aquila X annuity earns interest in two ways:The Aquila X annuity earns interest in two ways:
 1.  A fixed rate that is guaranteed for the first year. The fixed rate is guaranteed to be at least 1.0%  1.  A fixed rate that is guaranteed for the first year. The fixed rate is guaranteed to be at least 1.0% 

while the annuity is in effect. And the rate will be declared at the beginning of each contract year.while the annuity is in effect. And the rate will be declared at the beginning of each contract year.
 2. The Barclays Zorya index is measured based on the returns over a 1-year period or a 2-year   2. The Barclays Zorya index is measured based on the returns over a 1-year period or a 2-year  

period. The value of this annuity also may grow through indexed returns. The amount of the index- period. The value of this annuity also may grow through indexed returns. The amount of the index- 
linked interest depends on how the Barclays Zorya Index performs. Each index period is measured linked interest depends on how the Barclays Zorya Index performs. Each index period is measured 
independently, so you get the advantage of resetting to the current index values each time. The independently, so you get the advantage of resetting to the current index values each time. The 
Barclays Zorya Index creates a diversified portfolio by combining US Equities and Fixed Income. Barclays Zorya Index creates a diversified portfolio by combining US Equities and Fixed Income. 
The Index seeks to enhance return and manage risk exposure by adjusting the portfolio’s assets The Index seeks to enhance return and manage risk exposure by adjusting the portfolio’s assets 
allocation on a monthly basis. The Index aims to maintain its annual volatility level at or below 5%.allocation on a monthly basis. The Index aims to maintain its annual volatility level at or below 5%.

How is the index interest credited to your account?How is the index interest credited to your account?  
 This is based on the participation rate applied to the Barclays Zorya Index returns. The participation  This is based on the participation rate applied to the Barclays Zorya Index returns. The participation 

rate determines how much of the gain will be credited to the index interest strategy. The participation rate determines how much of the gain will be credited to the index interest strategy. The participation 
rates that are set will affect the account value only if there is a positive change in the Barclays Zorya rates that are set will affect the account value only if there is a positive change in the Barclays Zorya 
Index from one year to the next. We apply the participation rate only if there are positive returns at Index from one year to the next. We apply the participation rate only if there are positive returns at 
the end of each contract year. The participation rate could change each year. GCU guarantees the the end of each contract year. The participation rate could change each year. GCU guarantees the 
participation rate will never be less than 100% during the contract surrender charge period. Interest participation rate will never be less than 100% during the contract surrender charge period. Interest 
earnings credited will never be less than zero, even if the index returns are negative. At the end of earnings credited will never be less than zero, even if the index returns are negative. At the end of 
each crediting period, any gains are locked in and can never be taken away.each crediting period, any gains are locked in and can never be taken away.

Can you make additional deposits?Can you make additional deposits?  
 The Aquila X annuity allows for additional deposits up to the annuity’s 1 The Aquila X annuity allows for additional deposits up to the annuity’s 1stst anniversary date. anniversary date.

Here is how the participation rate works: Here is how the participation rate works: 
Hypothetical ExampleHypothetical Example

Participation rate: 115%      Barclays Zorya beginning value is: 100       Barclays Zorya ending value is: 107Participation rate: 115%      Barclays Zorya beginning value is: 100       Barclays Zorya ending value is: 107
Formula:  Increase in Index = (Ending Zorya Value – Beginning Zorya Value) / Beginning Zorya Value)Formula:  Increase in Index = (Ending Zorya Value – Beginning Zorya Value) / Beginning Zorya Value)
  Increase in Index = (107-100) / 100 = 7% Increase in Index = (107-100) / 100 = 7% 
 Interest credited = (Increase in Index) x (Participation Rate) Interest credited = (Increase in Index) x (Participation Rate)
 Interest Credited = 7% x 115% = 8.05% Interest Credited = 7% x 115% = 8.05%
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Starting in Year TWO (2) of the contract, and continuing Starting in Year TWO (2) of the contract, and continuing 
through year TEN (10), you may withdraw money from through year TEN (10), you may withdraw money from 
your annuity once a contract year without paying a your annuity once a contract year without paying a 
surrender charge. The most you can withdraw each year surrender charge. The most you can withdraw each year 
during this period without paying a surrender charge is during this period without paying a surrender charge is 
10% of the total account value. The minimum withdrawal 10% of the total account value. The minimum withdrawal 
amount you can take is $500 and you must maintain at amount you can take is $500 and you must maintain at 
least $2,000 in the annuity to keep your annuity in-force.  least $2,000 in the annuity to keep your annuity in-force.  
After the completion of year TEN (10) of the contract, any After the completion of year TEN (10) of the contract, any 
withdrawals taken will not be subject to surrender chargeswithdrawals taken will not be subject to surrender charges

Required Minimum Distributions (RMDs) are available to be taken in the GCU Aquila X starting in Year TWO (2) of Required Minimum Distributions (RMDs) are available to be taken in the GCU Aquila X starting in Year TWO (2) of 
the contract.  A Required Minimum Distribution from an IRA is mandated by the IRS for anyone over the age of 72 the contract.  A Required Minimum Distribution from an IRA is mandated by the IRS for anyone over the age of 72 
for tax qualified money each calendar year. Such withdrawals are considered part of your penalty free withdrawal for tax qualified money each calendar year. Such withdrawals are considered part of your penalty free withdrawal 
and will not be subject to a surrender charge or the bonus recapture.  and will not be subject to a surrender charge or the bonus recapture.  

The The Cumulative Withdrawal RiderCumulative Withdrawal Rider features the ability to  features the ability to 
defer the 10% penalty free withdrawal to the next policy defer the 10% penalty free withdrawal to the next policy 
year. The maximum deferral or penalty-free withdrawal is year. The maximum deferral or penalty-free withdrawal is 
capped at 30%. In any policy year where any withdrawal is capped at 30%. In any policy year where any withdrawal is 
taken, regardless of the amount, the maximum withdrawal taken, regardless of the amount, the maximum withdrawal 
resets back to 10% for the following policy year.resets back to 10% for the following policy year.

NOTE:NOTE: If you have more than one IRA, you must calculate the RMD for  If you have more than one IRA, you must calculate the RMD for eacheach IRA separately each year. However,  IRA separately each year. However, 
you may aggregate your RMD amounts for all your IRAs and withdraw the total from one IRA or a portion from you may aggregate your RMD amounts for all your IRAs and withdraw the total from one IRA or a portion from 
each of your IRAs. each of your IRAs. You do not have to take a separate RMD from each IRA. You do not have to take a separate RMD from each IRA. 
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Terminal Illness RiderTerminal Illness Rider will allow you, at any time after the first policy year, to receive up to 100% of the account value when  will allow you, at any time after the first policy year, to receive up to 100% of the account value when 
diagnosed with a terminal illness resulting in a life expectancy of twelve months or less.diagnosed with a terminal illness resulting in a life expectancy of twelve months or less.
Nursing Home RiderNursing Home Rider will allow you, at any time after first policy year plus 90 days of continual confinement, to receive up to  will allow you, at any time after first policy year plus 90 days of continual confinement, to receive up to 
100% of the account value.  We would require annual written proof of confinement.100% of the account value.  We would require annual written proof of confinement.
Wellness Benefit Enhancement RiderWellness Benefit Enhancement Rider* At any time after reaching the Minimum Lifetime Withdrawal Election Age (and after * At any time after reaching the Minimum Lifetime Withdrawal Election Age (and after 
the GLWB Waiting Period and the Wellness Waiting Period), the annuitant may elect to receive Wellness Withdrawals by the GLWB Waiting Period and the Wellness Waiting Period), the annuitant may elect to receive Wellness Withdrawals by 
meeting ALL of the following criteria: meeting ALL of the following criteria: 
 1. Home Health Care Services begin after this Rider’s effective date;  1. Home Health Care Services begin after this Rider’s effective date; 
 2. The current Account Value is greater than zero; and 2. The current Account Value is greater than zero; and
 3. Written proof from a qualified Physician of inability to perform at least two (2) of the six (6) Activities of Daily Living (ADL’s).   3. Written proof from a qualified Physician of inability to perform at least two (2) of the six (6) Activities of Daily Living (ADL’s).  
*PLEASE NOTE: This rider will be offered only if the annuitant is an owner. If the base contract has JOINT owners, GCU will *PLEASE NOTE: This rider will be offered only if the annuitant is an owner. If the base contract has JOINT owners, GCU will 
attach this rider only if the JOINT owners are spouses. attach this rider only if the JOINT owners are spouses. 

Guaranteed Income for your life, to ensure that you will never out live your money.Guaranteed Income for your life, to ensure that you will never out live your money.
  Income Elevate: Income Elevate:  is a revocable lifetime income benefit that is calculated by taking an income factor times the account  is a revocable lifetime income benefit that is calculated by taking an income factor times the account 

value to determine the lifetime annual payment. This income rider benefit is automatically attached to your annuity free of value to determine the lifetime annual payment. This income rider benefit is automatically attached to your annuity free of 
charge. (See rider disclosure for full explanation of this benefit).charge. (See rider disclosure for full explanation of this benefit).

Optional Enhanced Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit RidersOptional Enhanced Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit Riders
  Income Pro:Income Pro: is an optional revocable lifetime benefit. The income is determined by taking the account value and adding  is an optional revocable lifetime benefit. The income is determined by taking the account value and adding 

two times the interest credits to calculate an income benefit base that will be used in calculating your lifetime income. two times the interest credits to calculate an income benefit base that will be used in calculating your lifetime income. 
The income base will be multiplied by the income factor to determine your lifetime annual withdrawal. There is an annual The income base will be multiplied by the income factor to determine your lifetime annual withdrawal. There is an annual 
fee for this rider. (See rider disclosure for full explanation of this benefit).fee for this rider. (See rider disclosure for full explanation of this benefit).

  Income Elite:Income Elite: is an optional revocable lifetime benefit. The income is determined by taking the account value and  is an optional revocable lifetime benefit. The income is determined by taking the account value and 
adding two times the interest credits to calculate an income benefit base that will be used in calculating your lifetime adding two times the interest credits to calculate an income benefit base that will be used in calculating your lifetime 
income. The income base will be multiplied by the income factor to determine your lifetime annual withdrawal. An income. The income base will be multiplied by the income factor to determine your lifetime annual withdrawal. An 
additional benefit you receive with this rider is the ELITE Premium Bonus, which is based on the first-year premiums in additional benefit you receive with this rider is the ELITE Premium Bonus, which is based on the first-year premiums in 
your Aquila X. There is an annual fee for this rider. (See rider disclosure for full explanation of this benefit).your Aquila X. There is an annual fee for this rider. (See rider disclosure for full explanation of this benefit).

 The ELITE Premium Bonus is determined by each applicant’s Issue Age.  The ELITE Premium Bonus is determined by each applicant’s Issue Age. 
 The Bonus percentages are as follows:  The Bonus percentages are as follows: 
  •  Bonus =   •  Bonus = 10%10% when issue age is  when issue age is 7575 or  or lowerlower  
  •  Bonus =   •  Bonus = 7.5%7.5% when issue age is  when issue age is 76-8076-80
  •  Bonus =   •  Bonus = 5%5% when issue age is  when issue age is 81+81+  
  ELITE Premium Bonus:ELITE Premium Bonus:  is only available when the Income Elite rider is chosen.is only available when the Income Elite rider is chosen.
 • This bonus receives the same interest credits that the rest of your policy receives. • This bonus receives the same interest credits that the rest of your policy receives.
 • Applies to both your account value as well as your income benefit base. • Applies to both your account value as well as your income benefit base.

Contract Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Recapture Percentage 100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10%

How the Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit Works:How the Guaranteed Lifetime Withdrawal Benefit Works:
The Income Benefit Base is determined by which Income option you choose. This value is determined by the account value plus The Income Benefit Base is determined by which Income option you choose. This value is determined by the account value plus 
interest credits plus bonus (if selected Income Elite) The Income Elevate applies 1x interest credits to determine the Benefit Base. interest credits plus bonus (if selected Income Elite) The Income Elevate applies 1x interest credits to determine the Benefit Base. 
Income Pro and Income Elite contain a 2x multiplier of interest credits during the 10-year surrender charge period.Income Pro and Income Elite contain a 2x multiplier of interest credits during the 10-year surrender charge period.

How It Works:How It Works:
Income Benefit Base x Income Factor = Lifetime Annual Income BenefitIncome Benefit Base x Income Factor = Lifetime Annual Income Benefit
Income factors are based on your attained age. The factors increase each year that you wait to begin receiving income Income factors are based on your attained age. The factors increase each year that you wait to begin receiving income 
payments. Once you start receiving your guaranteed income, it will remain level for your lifetime regardless if your account payments. Once you start receiving your guaranteed income, it will remain level for your lifetime regardless if your account 
has reached a zero balance.has reached a zero balance.

Living benefit riders help you when you need access 
to your money
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Single Life
Attained 

Age
Income 
Factor

Attained 
Age

Income 
Factor

55 3.50% 68 4.80%

56 3.60% 69 4.90%
57 3.70% 70 5.00%
58 3.80% 71 5.10%
59 3.90% 72 5.20%
60 4.00% 73 5.30%
61 4.10% 74 5.40%
62 4.20% 75 5.50%
63 4.30% 76 5.60%
64 4.40% 77 5.70%
65 4.50% 78 5.80%
66 4.60% 79 5.90%
67 4.70% 80+ 6.00%

Joint Life
Attained 

Age
Income 
Factor

Attained 
Age

Income 
Factor

55 3.00% 68 4.30%

56 3.10% 69 4.40%
57 3.20% 70 4.50%
58 3.30% 71 4.60%
59 3.40% 72 4.70%
60 3.50% 73 4.80%
61 3.60% 74 4.90%
62 3.70% 75 5.00%
63 3.80% 76 5.10%
64 3.90% 77 5.20%
65 4.00% 78 5.30%
66 4.10% 79 5.40%
67 4.20% 80+ 5.50%

Death BenefitDeath Benefit
If you die before we start to pay you income from your annuity, your beneficiary can choose to If you die before we start to pay you income from your annuity, your beneficiary can choose to 
get the accumulation value of your annuity as one payment or as a series of payouts over time. get the accumulation value of your annuity as one payment or as a series of payouts over time. 
If you die after payouts start, depending on the type of payout you chose, we pay the remaining If you die after payouts start, depending on the type of payout you chose, we pay the remaining 
value in the annuity, if any, to your beneficiary.value in the annuity, if any, to your beneficiary.
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FEES & OTHER CHARGES
When you take money from your annuity, you may lose some or all your credited interest. 
If you take out all (a full surrender) or part (a partial surrender) of the money, you also may 
have to pay a surrender charge. The amount of the charge depends on how long you have 
had the annuity and how much you withdraw.

Here is the surrender charge schedule:
Contract year           1       2     3      4      5      6      7      8      9      10
Surrender charge    9%   8%   7%   6%   5%   4%   3%   2%   1%   0.50%
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Neither Barclays Bank PLC (“BB PLC”) nor any of its affiliates (collectively ‘Barclays’) is the issuer or 
producer of GCU Aquila X and Barclays has no responsibilities, obligations or duties to investors in 
GCU Aquila X. The Barclays Zorya Index, together with any Barclays indices that are components of the 
Barclays Zorya Index owned by Barclays and, together with any component indices and index data, is 
licensed for use by GCU as the issuer or producer of GCU Aquila X (the ‘Issuer’).

Barclays’ only relationship with the Issuer in respect of the Barclays Zorya Index is the licensing of the 
Barclays Zorya Index, which is administered, compiled and published by BB PLC in its role as the index 
sponsor (the ‘Index Sponsor’) without regard to the Issuer or the GCU Aquila X or investors in the GCU 
Aquila X. Additionally, GCU as issuer or producer of GCU Aquila X may for itself execute transaction(s) 
with Barclays in or relating to the Barclays Zorya Index in connection with GCU Aquila X. Investors acquire 
GCU Aquila X from GCU and investors neither acquire any interest in the Barclays Zorya Index nor enter 
into any relationship of any kind whatsoever with Barclays upon making an investment in GCU Aquila 
X. The GCU Aquila X is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Barclays and Barclays makes 
no representation regarding the advisability of the GCU Aquila X or use of the Barclays Zorya Index or 
any data included therein. Barclays shall not be liable in any way to the Issuer, investors or to other third 
parties in respect of the use or accuracy of the Barclays Zorya Index or any data included therein.

Barclays Index Administration (“BINDA”), a distinct function within BB PLC, is responsible for day-to-day 
governance of BB PLC’s activities as Index Sponsor.

To protect the integrity of Barclays’ indices, BB PLC has in place a control framework designed to identify 
and remove and/or mitigate (as appropriate) conflicts of interest. Within the control framework, BINDA has 
the following specific responsibilities:
 • oversight of any third party index calculation agent;
 • acting as approvals body for index lifecycle events (index launch, change and retirement); and
 • resolving unforeseen index calculation issues where discretion or interpretation may be required  
   (for example: upon the occurrence of market disruption events).

To promote the independence of BINDA, the function is operationally separate from BB PLC’s sales, 
trading and structuring desks, investment managers, and other business units that have, or may be 
perceived to have, interests that may conflict with the independence or integrity of Barclays’ indices.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, potential conflicts of interest exist as a consequence of BB PLC providing 
indices alongside its other businesses. Please note the following in relation to Barclays’ indices:
 • BB PLC may act in multiple capacities with respect to a particular index including, but not limited  
   to, functioning as index sponsor, index administrator, index owner and licensor.
 • Sales, trading or structuring desks in BB PLC may launch products linked to the performance of a  
   index. These products are typically hedged by BB PLC’s trading desks. In hedging an index, a  
   trading desk may purchase or sell constituents of that index. These purchases or sales may affect  
   the prices of the index constituents which could in turn affect the level of that index.
 • BB PLC may establish investment funds that track an index or otherwise use an index for portfolio  
   or asset allocation decisions.

Disclaimer



The Index Sponsor is under no obligation to continue the administration, compilation and publication 
of the Barclays Zorya Index or the level of the Barclays Zorya Index. While the Index Sponsor currently 
employs the methodology ascribed to the Barclays Zorya Index (and application of such methodology 
shall be conclusive and binding), no assurance can be given that market, regulatory, juridical, financial, 
fiscal or other circumstances (including, but not limited to, any changes to or any suspension or 
termination of or any other events affecting any constituent within the Index) will not arise that would, in 
the view of the Index Sponsor, necessitate an adjustment, modification or change of such methodology. 
In certain circumstances, the Index Sponsor may suspend or terminate the [Index / Indices]. The Index 
Sponsor has appointed a third-party agent (the ‘Index Calculation Agent’) to calculate and maintain the 
Barclays Zorya Index. While the Index Sponsor is responsible for the operation of the Barclays Zorya 
Index, certain aspects have thus been outsourced to the Index Calculation Agent.

Barclays
 1. makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, to the Issuer or any member of the   
    public regarding the advisability of investing in transactions generally or the ability of the Barclays  
    Zorya Index to track the performance of any market or underlying assets or data; and
 2. has no obligation to take the needs of the Issuer into consideration in administering, compiling,  
     or publishing the Barclays Zorya Index.

Barclays has no obligation or liability in connection with administration, marketing, or trading of the GCU 
Aquila X.

The licensing agreement between GCU and BB PLC is solely for the benefit of GCU and Barclays and not 
for the benefit of the owners of the GCU Aquila X, investors or other third parties.

BARCLAYS DOES NOT GUARANTEE AND SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY TO THE PURCHASERS 
AND TRADERS, AS THE CASE MAY BE, OF THE TRANSACTION OR TO THIRD PARTIES FOR THE 
QUALITY, ACCURACY AND/OR COMPLETENESS OF THE BARCLAYS ZORYA INDEX OR ANY DATA 
INCLUDED THEREIN OR FOR INTERRUPTIONS IN THE DELIVERY OF THE BARCLAYS ZORYA INDEX. 
BARCLAYS MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, AND HEREBY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS 
ALL WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE WITH 
RESPECT TO THE BARCLAYS ZORYA INDEX INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE INDICES, OR ANY 
DATA INCLUDED THEREIN. IN NO EVENT SHALL BARCLAYS HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY SPECIAL, 
PUNITIVE, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY LOST PROFITS, EVEN IF NOTIFIED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES SAVE TO THE EXTENT THAT SUCH EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY IS 
PROHIBITED BY LAW.

None of the information supplied by Barclays and used in this publication may be reproduced in any 
manner without the prior written permission of Barclays Bank PLC. Barclays Bank PLC is registered in 
England No. 1026167. Registered office 1 Churchill Place London E14 5HP.
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Products issued by
GCU
5400 Tuscarawas Road 
Beaver PA, 15009
800.722.4428

continued from page 8
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